Pictograms

These four friends want Lep to make a pictogram to help them compare everything they ate for a whole day.

Lep doesn’t have room to draw every single thing the animals ate.

Each picture will stand for 2 items, instead.

Look at the key, then use Lep’s pictogram to fill in the boxes below.

Tan-tan ate ______ pineapples. Froggy ate ______ grapes.

Tig ate ______ oranges. Beaky ate ______ nuts.

Today, Crock ate 20 mangoes and Cheeky ate 50 jungle berries.

Use the key below to draw the correct number of mangoes and berries in their pictogram.

Key

= 10 mangoes

= 10 berries

= 2 oranges = 2 pineapples

= 2 grapes = 2 nuts
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